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assembling people and their umbrellas

1.   structure:  5 columns set out on 

site are connected to 2 point off the 

bounding walls

2.   anchorings to point (a) are the 
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for the canopy
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basic structure of the canopy

4.   cords project from point (f) to the 

furtherest intersections, outling the 

extend of the canopy

5.   further cords come from point 

(c), (d), (e) and (g) in order to densify 

the space to create smaller openings 

for umbrella support

6.   70 umbrellas are inserted 

through openings within the 

canopy of cords
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the idea

the bare bones are created using the most minimal 
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assemblage of people and their umbrellas
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umbrellas for all to see
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during the day it is a grassy spot in the city where 

children and adults are at play
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sunshade and unending arrangements
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umbrellas

the canopy is a collection point sheltering the audience 

lights can be strung along the existing structure to 
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body of people below

between night and day, the site displays its web of cords

open to interpretation and adaptation



a (0,10.8, 5)

(4,0,3)

(0,0,0 m)

b

c (6.3,13.8,1.6)

d (8.8,12.8, 1.6)

e (11.3,11.8,1)

f (12.3,9,1)

g (1,5,.6)

possible locations of 
screen+projector+speakers
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section b

section b spans from b to g, showing lowest point of 

canopy towards shortest column of 0.6m

section a spans from a to column c (1.6M high)  showing highest point 

in canopy, higher reaches can be remedied with a small stool/ladder

section c spans from b to c showing longest span of 

cord of 14m
plan of structure
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assembling people and their umbrellas
the canopy is lightweight
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the plan below shows the set out of the canopy, orientated away from the 
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approximately 1.0m in diameter
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the projector or possible string lighting



the construction
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It is amazing how much grass can change a site. Use it as 
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that of blinds.  This cord is supported by steel screw eyes 

attached to the two bounding walls.

5 columns constructed by rented scaffolding equipment are 
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are supported at the base by a timber stand held down by 
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become part of this continuous building process.

the deconstruction
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the cords (this can be auctioned off for use, or donated).  

Scaffolding is rented and will be returned.  

Timber base plates can be recycled.  
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assembling people and their umbrellas
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perforated steel collar on CHS to allow 

connection to cord
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2mm CHS depending on scaffolding supplier
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200x200x6mm steel plate attached to CHS and 

screwed to timber base

600x600x100mm or 400x400x100m timber 
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cord $200

scafolding equipment $500

grass $6/m total $1,300

timber base $200

nuts & bolts $100
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umbrellas $0  

 

total: 2,500

(optional spending on lights, 

additional columns and stool 

ladders possible)
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spar hitch

rolling hitch on rope

10mm dia steel screw eye onto 
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anchoring points for canopy 

structure

9mar.
building timeline

site surveyed
location of 
structural nodes 
located

equipment 
comes to install 
nodes onto 
building
sca!olding 
equiment is 
placed

cords are tied to 
structure

cords continue 
to be tied to 
structure

grass installed extra time for 
contingency
projected tested
umbrella canopy 
tested
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can be used as connections 

between and within the cord 

structure
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